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 defined by where n  is a fixed natural number and ...,,, 321 FFF are the ordinary 
Fibonacci numbers. 
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               “Fibonacci inequalities” have been studied in a variety of contexts. Atanassov [3] 




 defined by 
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 ,1 rnrr FFm  where n is a fixed natural number and .......,,, 321 FFF are the ordinary Fibonacci 
numbers as defined in [4]. We consider the similar Fibonacci inequalities and relate them 






,21 rnrnrr FFFm  where n is a fixed natural number 
and .......,,, 321 FFF are the ordinary Fibonacci numbers. 
 





  are valid : 
(a)  For n = 4k, 
(i) 2142232422122212212142431441 ...... FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF kkkkkkkkkkkkkk    
(ii)
32141222321221222122243444142 .... FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF kkkkkkkkkkkkkk    
(b) For n=4k+1, 
(i)
32412224212222221212414324141 .... FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF kkkkkkkkkkkkkk    
(ii)
21142123222121232222142441442 .... FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF kkkkkkkkkkkkkk    
(c) For n = 4k+2, 
(i)
212421242221222322212144334241 ........ FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF kkkkkkkkkkkkkk     
 
(ii)
32141223232221242322414424142 ........ FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF kkkkkkkkkkkkkk     
(d) For n = 4k+3, 
(i)
3224122423222224232122414344341 ........ FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF kkkkkkkkkkkkkk  
(ii)
 
213422123242321252422144434242 ........ FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF kkkkkkkkkkkkkk    
 
Proof :  case (a)
 
3424354441)(   kkkk FFFFFFi  
               3424
2
443444 2   kkkkk FFFFF  
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34   kkkk FFFF  
              
0)( 243434
2
44   kkkk FFFF  
Thus, 3424354441   kkkk FFFFFF . 
This shows that the inequality (1.1) is valid for i = 1.
 
)1.1(..........5244241272462412   ikikiikiki FFFFFF  
Let us assume that, for some kii 1, ,  the inequality (1.1) is true. 
For desired result, we use induction method and prove that the inequality
 
)2.1(..........3242243252442412   ikikiikiki FFFFFF  
is also true. 















324   ikikiiiikiik FFFFFFFF  
Now, 2414444342)(   kkkk FFFFFFii  
      241424142414 3)2()(   kkkkkk FFFFFF  




14 2   kk FF 0  
Thus,  2414444342   kkkk FFFFFF   
This shows that the inequality (1.3) is valid for i = 1. 
)3.1(..........424324226245242   ikikiikiki FFFFFF   
 Let us assume that for some kii 1,  the inequality (1.3) is true. 
Then we must prove that the inequality (1.4) is also true. 
 
)4.1(..........2241244242432422   ikikiikiki FFFFFF  
But, 2241244242432422   ikikiikiki FFFFFF  





12422412422   ikikiiikikikiki FFFFFFFFF   
This shows that the inequality (1.4) is true and hence (ii) is true.    
Particularly, when k = 3, n becomes 12 which gives the following two results: 
211243106587679851110313121)1 FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF     
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3211549767876109412112)2 FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF   
Similarly  other cases can be proved.        
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